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Erin: Welcome to the Your Village podcast, parenting beyond discipline. Your Village is 
the most comprehensive site for evidence-based parenting classes available on-
demand. Our classes give parents the foundation, steps and tools for creating strong, 
healthy relationships with their children, resulting in responsible, cooperative, happy 
and successful children and families! My goal is to help parents support their children in 
finding and reaching their own unique potential. The podcast is a place to learn about 
all things parenting and get your questions answered! I’m Your Village founder and 
your host, Erin Royer. 

From last week’s episode, Nina had several questions and I only got to the first one. So 
I’m going to get to her other two questions in this episode, two really great topics that 
all parents will likely need to deal with at some point or another. The first question 
about how to not raise a spoiled child and the second about dealing with a highly 
competitive child. So I’ll get right to it! 

As a refresher, Nina’s email was short and to the point, 

“I have been listening to your podcast for 6 months now and I just want to say thank 
you so much for helping me understand and connect with my son.  I have 3 questions: 
Since I answered the first one last week, we’ll get right to #2 which is, “Can you give 
me some guide to raise an unspoiled child and tips on how to unspoiled them when it’s 
all about “me me me“?” 

This has always been a big goal of mine as a parent, to raise children who kind, 
thoughtful and appreciative. First I want to discuss what I think it means to be 
“spoiled” or “unspoiled” then I’ll talk about development as it pertains to the 
development of self. Then give tips and areas to consider when raising children who 
are not spoiled. 

In my understanding, being spoiled or not spoiled is three key areas: 

1. Caring for others, or Empathy. This is understanding the way the other feels, 
listening when they are hurt particularly by our actions and considering them in our 
decisions. 

2. Unspoiled kids are responsible kids. These are kids who are independent, who hep 
out with little to no pushback and later on on their own volition without being asked.  



They learn and take on life duties and skills that are appropriate for their age and 
sometimes even beyond. 

3. Lastly These are kids are not only responsible in deed but in action. When they mess 
up, break something, hurt someone and the like, they take responsibility for that 
choice. They understand it was their doing and what to do next time to prevent that 
outcome. 

All three of these will unfold throughout childhood and parents can guide their children 
in all 3 of these in age appropriate ways throughout. 

No matter how awesome a job a parent does with their child, most 3 year olds are still 
going to struggle with anger outbursts, and even hitting or kicking. Early on, the way a 
toddler handles these has far more to do with temperament than anything. It’s only 
through coaching and repetition that the toddler will learn these behaviors are not 
acceptable and will learn other ways sharing their strong feelings more appropriately. 

The sense of self begins to develop around the age of 9 months. This is when babies 
being to realize they are a separate being. Between 9 and 18 months this sense of self 
continues to develop and is fully developed by 18 months. This is when you see that 
big push for independence but also hear a lot of that “me, my and mine” language. 
That is the sense of self talking, “I am my own person! I am in charge of me!” It is a 
necessary and positive step in the development process. It also can drive parents nuts! 
The child who has to do or try to do everything by themselves, who wants to have 
everything there way or just so. Like anything unique to each person, kids will 
experience and exhibit these traits more or less strongly than others.  

Psychologists have coined the phrase “age appropriate narcissism” for the way 
toddlers and children and even teens express their “selfishness” Of course what we 
want is our kids to work through these developmental stages and onto more mature 
ones throughout their childhood so that by the time they are truly adults, they have 
moved through those stages and onto those of a strong and flexible sense of self 
balanced with a strong sense of caring for and about others. 

As a toddler works through the development of self and onto the other side, they can 
then start develop their sense of the other. That is why at around 3 we see the 
beginning of empathy. Kids are learning that others have feelings too and that those 
feelings may not always match their own. At first you may see a toddler bringing you 
their favorite toy. This is the beginning of empathy. “I like this toy so you must like it 
too.” As empathy develops more, they then realize, “oh. I like this toy, but you actually 



like that one!” And bring your favorite toy. Empathy takes time and continues to 
develop through the age of 9 to 10. These are the skills we are coaching especially in 
these early years 3-5, empathy, appropriate sharing of feelings but will still continue 
although less intensely throughout childhood as they grasp these skills more and more. 
We take opportunities when they arise, to do kind things for a family member or 
neighbor who needs help, to show how we appreciate our family and friends on their 
birthdays or just when they need a helping hand. Opportunities to welcome the new 
kid in class or the new neighbors on the street. These teach kids to think about how 
others might be feeling. 

During elementary school years are the years to really work on personal responsibility 
and taking on life tasks and skills. It starts early at 3 and 4 with dressing oneself, teeth 
brushing, other hygiene and cleaning up after oneself. Then household and life skills 
like helping with dishes, cooking, setting and clearing the table, folding laundry then 
washing their own, in addition to all the other myriad of household chores one will 
need to know, trash, light cleaning to tweens and teens learning about lawn care and 
simple household fixes, budgeting, and household finance. This is a big job! The class 
on raising responsible kids goes over every life skill a child should be learning by age 
so that by the time they leave home for work or college, they are pretty well set to be 
self-sufficient, even if they need financial support particularly for college.  

In the same vein, teaching kids to take responsibility for their choices and actions is 
done throughout childhood.  

When we come back from a quick break, I’m going to give some tips for working on 
this. 

Now that we’re back from the break here are some tips for helping kids learn to take 
responsibility for their actions and choices. Have a child be responsible for their own 
things in age appropriate ways. I’ll tell you what we’ve learned, Nothing teaches a kid 
to take care of their stuff like having a puppy in the house! You leave your stuff where 
the puppy can get it and it gets chewed up, you learn really fast! You also learn to take 
responsibility. And while I’m on this subject, having a pet is a great way to teach kids 
kindness and empathy. Because as mad as my kids get at the puppy sometimes for 
chewing up something of theirs, they forgive her very quickly because they love her so 
much! They learn to take care of another living thing, feeding, training, taking out for 
walks and potty and cleaning up after their pet!  

If your child loses something, don’t replace it right away. Depending on their age you 
can then setup parameters for replacement. So a 4 year old who loses a pair of mittens, 



if you say “that’s ok, I’ll just get you another pair.” Only teaches them to be less 
responsible and that it doesn’t matter. But if you wait a week or two. Then they have a 
chance to learn. With an older child, if they lose something, depending on what it is, 
the price etc, they can be fully or partially responsible for paying for the replacement. 
My older son lost his goggles a couple of times. After the second pair I was like “That’s 
it! You lose this pair and you pay for it!” Those things are almost $20 a pair! I’ll tell you 
what, he took care of those goggles!! lol! 

The class on raising responsible kids also covers boundaries rules and coaching kids by 
age on being responsible for their choices and actions. So if you want to lear more 
about this, see a sample of the class and get the checklists for life skills by age and how 
to raise kids to be responsible for themselves and take responsibilities for their actions, 
you can see that class on the website at YourVillageOnline.com. 

Onto Nina’s third question, 
3. "Hendrick (my son) is a bit of a sore loser, if we are having a race to the bathroom 
and he lose, he will have a meltdown. When playing ball with his mate and they get it 
into the goal, he will cry. Please help me on what to tell him when he can not deal with 
loosing it words of encouragement?" 

Hendrick is entering the age where a sense of competition is developing. It kicks in at 
age 3-4 and heigtens at 6-7. Some kids are naturally more competitive than others. 
Hendrick sounds like one of those kids. I have two of them. I am one of them myself. 
So in my family those two apples don’t fall far from the tree!  

At age 3 kids are learning what do I like and what am I good at. 
At 4 it’s what am I good at and how do I rank. 

Want children to have a sense of competition and be a good winner/loser. When we 
have kids who are naturally competitive we don’t need to teach them a sense of 
competition, it comes naturally already. We need to focus on the other side, being a 
gracious winner and loser. 

Here are some things to think about and some tips/steps: 

What messages do we send about competition? How do we act/what do we say when 
we win or lose or feel a rivalry? In my case, while I’m a gracious loser outside, I’m mad 
inside!! I don’t know if my kids pick up on it, but I know my competitive nature does. It’s 
one of my endearing qualities. Just kidding! I know my competitive nature oozes out 



and they pick up on it. Everything we do, feel, think they seem to pick up on, whether 
we like it or not! 

In general, in any interaction You want to use descriptive praise – it increases self-
esteem without heightening competition. Evaluative – teaches kids to do for the pat on 
the back and can fuel that sense of competition. I cover this in depth In several classes 
like focus on the positive and the two self-esteem classes. But in general, you want to 
describe the behavior and label the trait. So “You put your toys away the very first time 
I asked. That was helpful!” “You set the whole table by yourself! That was so 
independent!” Evaluative praise are the things like “I’m so proud of you!” “You’r the 
best” “Your so smart!” These are kudos, atta’ boys so the child is getting pumped up 
for the performance, not the effort. Then when the effort doesn’t yield positive results, 
a B or C on the test,  only 1 goal in the game instead of the usual 3, they are angry. 
Feeling deflated. Their sense of self in linked to the outcome. You want to teach kids to 
realistically evaluate their efforts and see how they can improve. This is the long term 
goal. This isn’t for a 4 year-old of course. But as they get older, with a solid self esteem, 
they will be able to assess their efforts and outcomes and make needed adjustments. 
Teach your child to be their own best competition. Teach them to race their own best 
time and improve their own performance rather than comparing to others. 

Find tasks where you and your son or your son and a friend can work on cooperative 
effort. Let’s see if you hold hands to touch door at the same time. See if you can work 
together to beat the timer. Can you work together to build the tallest tower with the 
blocks? 

Stay safe and healthy everyone and as always, If you have a parenting question you’d 
like answered, send an email to Podcast@YourVillageOnline.com. 

Thanks for listening and see you next week!


